IAC Acoustics Quick Ship Door Program
The IAC Acoustics Noise Lock Quick Ship door program allows for standard doors to be ordered and shipped in 15 business
days. We provide a virtual interface for consumers to create a request for quote by selecting door size, fire rating and
hardware. That request is then sent directly to the territory distributor arming them with all the necessary information
to reach out and quote the job. IT’S THAT SIMPLE!

WHAT ARE WE OFFERING?





The acoustic doors come prime painted ready for field paint.
Our Noise Lock quick ship doors have an STC rating of 51.
They come fully assembled including factory installed seals and hardware.
Each door is pre-hung to ensure proper fit and finish in the field.

HOW DO WE STACK UP AGAINST THE COMPETITION?
CATEGORY

IAC ACOUSTICS


IAC Acoustics doors come factory
assembled. The door and frame are pre
hung and the gaskets come installed.



This ensures ease of install and offers no
compromise to the STC ratings

ASSEMBLY

DOOR KIT COMPANIES


Door Kit Companies ship the frame,
door leaf and gaskets all loose



Hardware is not included



In field assembly may cause for
compromise to STC rating

HARDWARE



Our hardware comes factory modified and
installed



Partial prep is offered as an option

SEALS



Double seals are included and factory
installed prior to shipment



Compression seals are provided and
shipped loose with order.



IAC Acoustics doors have guaranteed
performance based on level head and
plumb jamb.



Door Kits performance is based on level
head, plumb jamb, shimmed hinges,
grout, modification of hardware and
fitting of compression seals.



The limited interference to the door
assembly reduces time and additional
costs as well as guarantees STC
performance



All of these variables lead to
compromised performance

PERFORMANCE

AESTHETICS



Our fastener screws are not exposed
making for a more aesthetically appealing
finished door.



Kit companies provide doors that have
exposed screws at the jambs, sill and
head of the door

REMODEL



This IAC Acoustics door is a split frame and
can be inserted into an existing wall
opening



N/A the door frame will need to be
installed during wall construction

